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To Phillip and the team that led CEASA with distinction during the
last two years – our sincere appreciation for all the hard work behind
the scenes. You’re unfortunately not off the hook, another two years
lies ahead in which we will require all your expertise and dedication
to make a success of our activities.
Welcome to the new EC branch, and thanks to Jeffrey and Hendre
that are already part of the Council family.
New National CEASA
President Hendrik Radyn

May you all have a very

safe and prosperous New Year and

please drive careful and with caution.
HENDRIK RADYN

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all council and
committee members nationally for the effort in keeping our house in
order over the past year. Also a big thanks to our webmaster, Rob
Dickinson, for keeping us up to date with all applications and web
info. A special thanks as well to Paolo Boschetti for handling the
National treasury role, that has been well transitioned in 2012. Then
last but not least, the 2012 administrator, Christo Strydom for holding
the national admin function together.
Western Cape also assisted in getting Eastern Cape up and running,
and they have 3 members on the National council in Jeff Fry,Simon
National CEASA
President 2010-12
Phillip Wilmot

Mucka and Henre van Heerden. Welcome guys. The registration

process for ECSA is still underway now and a few more people have
joined the list of registered members.

Remember, being a paid up member of CEASA in good
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membership, big plus there. I hope to see most of you
sometime soon at one or all of our functions, as these are
amazing networking places to meet new and old lost friends
in our amazing industry.Please take care and have a great
and successful 2013.

Phill
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Hand Gestures - showing the way forward
Surgeons routinely need to review medical

images and records during surgery, but

stepping away from the operating table and

touching a keyboard and mouse can delay
the procedure and increase the risk of

spreading infection-causing bacteria, said

Juan Pablo Wachs, an assistant professor
of

industrial

University.

engineering

at

Purdue

"One of the most ubiquitous pieces of

equipment in U.S. surgical units is the

computer workstation, which allows access

to medical images before and during surgery," he said. "However, computers and their peripherals are
difficult to sterilize, and keyboards and mice have been found to be a source of contamination. Also, when

nurses or assistants operate the keyboard for the surgeon, the process of conveying information accurately
has proven cumbersome and inefficient since spoken dialogue can be time-consuming and leads to
frustration and delays in the surgery."

Researchers are creating a system that uses depth-sensing cameras and specialized algorithms to

recognize hand gestures as commands to manipulate MRI images on a large display. Recent research to
develop the algorithms has been led by doctoral student Mithun George Jacob.

Findings from the research were detailed in a paper published in December in the

. The paper was written by Jacob, Wachs and Rebecca A. Packer, an

associate professor of neurology and neurosurgery in Purdue's College of Veterinary Medicine.

The researchers validated the system, working with veterinary surgeons to collect a set of gestures natural
for clinicians and surgeons. The surgeons
were asked to specify functions they perform

with MRI images in typical surgeries and to
suggest

gestures

for

commands.

Ten

gestures were chosen: rotate clockwise and
counterclockwise; browse left and right; up
and

down;

increase

and

brightness; and zoom in and out.

decrease

Critical to the system's accuracy is the use
of "contextual information" in the operating
room -- cameras observe the surgeon's torso

and head -- to determine and continuously
monitor what the surgeon wants to do.

Continued on page 3
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A major challenge is to endow computers with the

ability to understand the context in which gestures
are made and to discriminate between intended
gestures versus unintended gestures," Wachs said.

"Surgeons will make many gestures during the

course of a surgery to communicate with other
doctors and nurses. The main challenge is to
create algorithms capable of understanding the
difference

between

these

gestures

and

those

specifically intended as commands to browse the
image-viewing system. We can determine context

by looking at the position of the torso and the
orientation of the surgeon's gaze. Based on the

direction of the gaze and the torso position we can assess whether the surgeon wants to access medical
images."

The hand-gesture recognition system uses a camera developed by Microsoft, called Kinect, which senses
three-dimensional space. The camera, found in consumer electronics games that can track a person's

hands, maps the surgeon's body in 3-D. Findings showed that integrating context allows the algorithms
to accurately distinguish image-browsing commands from unrelated gestures, reducing false positives from
20.8 percent to 2.3 percent.

"If you are getting false alarms 20

percent of the time, that's a big
drawback," Wachs said. "So we've
been

able

to

greatly

improve

accuracy in distinguishing commands
from other gestures."

The system also has been shown to
have a mean accuracy of about 93
percent in translating gestures into

specific commands, such as rotating
and browsing images.

The algorithm takes into account what phase the surgery is in, which aids in determining the proper
context for interpreting the gestures and reducing the browsing time. "By observing the progress of the
surgery we can tell what is the most likely image the surgeon will want to see next," Wachs said.

The researchers also are exploring context using a mock brain biopsy needle that can be tracked in the
brain. "The needle's location provides context, allowing the system to anticipate which images the surgeon

will need to see next and reducing the number of gestures needed," Wachs said. "So instead of taking
five minutes to browse, the surgeon gets there faster." Sensors in the surgical needle reveal the position
of its tip.

Writer: Emil Venere, 765-494-4709, venere@purdue.edu

Sources: Juan Pablo Wachs, 765 496-7380, jpwachs@purdue.edu
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Contribution to IPET 2012
Clinical Engineering in South Africa an overview of 25 years

Let s first define a professional who is a
Clinical Engineering practitioner:
“a professional who supports and advances patient care by applying engineering

and

managerial

skills

to

healthcare technology”

Above: Typical medical equipment training session provided by the
clinical engineering technician (in blue) to the medical staff in an
American hospital

Further aspects of clinical engineering:
Advise and assist in the application of instrumentation in clinical environments.
Provide leadership, guidance, support and supervision to the section staff and take responsibility
in the day to day operation of the clinics.
Evaluate the safety, efficiency, and effectiveness of medical equipment..
Ensure that all medical equipment is properly maintained and documented.
Provide engineering and technical expertise on all matters related to medical technology, especially in the process of planning, review, evaluation, and specification of medical equipment.
Install, adjust, maintain, and/or repair

medical equipment. Evaluate, negotiate and manage

service contracts.
Adapt or design computer hardware or software for medical science uses.
Develop and provide a comprehensive in-service education program on the safe and effective use
of medical equipment for both medical and nursing staff.
Advise hospital administrators on the planning, acquisition, and use of medical equipment.
Develop and implement short and long term strategies like Life-cycle analyses for the development and direction of the department to effectively manage medical equipment and technology in
the clinics.
Minimize, investigate and rectify hazard risks associated with medical equipment use.
Perform other duties within the scope of the job and its technical capacity and expertise.
Maintain imaging equipment: X-rays

Continued on page 5
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Challenges for the Clinical Engineering field

Short history:
This field developed as a generic engineering field in hospitals as long back as 1982, at Grootte Schuur
hospital in Cape Town.
Pioneer work was done by the technicians working on much less complicated equipment at the time. With
this in mind the CE team foresaw that technology was to accelerate at a tremendous pace in the next 20
years. They saw the requirement for better qualified persons and more professionals entering the field
which at that did not exist.
This led to the first congress of this kind in 1984 in Cape Town. At this congress the blueprint was laid to
develop career-criteria and specifications and the formal development of courses, discussions with the
Department of Health for recognition of this specified field!
During this period a learned society of eager members was started named SAACE. (South African
Association of Clinical Engineering). This same society held a congress every 2 nd year till its ending in
1998.
Various discussions was held with DoH during the period 1984 to 1990 regarding separate recognition of
CE and also with universities and technikons for the development of courses!
In 1998 a new learned society was started on a national level named: CEASA (Clinical Engineering
Association of South Africa). It consists of members from different provinces and practicing clinical
engineering in hospitals and in companies serving the healthcare industry!

Continued on page 6
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Technikon Pretoria was the first academic tertiary institution that developed a 3-year clinical engineering
diploma and was started in 1989. Four
years later a B Tech- qualification was
also started.
The experiential learning phase was
also developed together with hospitals
and the medical industry as a fully in
house training program which is certified by ECSA today.
Most persons who completed their
studies at this Technikon, now “Tswane
Institute of Technology” are taken up
into the industry with great success.

Tshwane Institute of Technology Campus, Gauteng, Pretoria

As far as the department of health is concerned the field of clinical engineering is recognised since 2002
but the staff are still classified under “Industrial Technicians” As healthcare delivery is changing in South
Africa, the department is in the process since 2 years ago to implement compulsory registration for these
practitioners by way of changing the health-act and regulations pertaining to human resources.
It is anticipated that at least the regulations will be amended to accommodate the clinical engineering
practitioner in the healthcare industry by the end of 2013 also as part of the new National Health
Insurance plan.
In 1995 the SAACE/CEASA together ECSA started developing unit standards for clinical engineering. The
process took many years to develop and since 2011 it is possible to register persons in the field of clinical
engineering as a Pr.Tech, Pr.Techni and MEM (medical equipment maintainer).

Above: Johan van Roon
Source: Johan D van Roon. Pr.Tech, Pr.Techni,MEM)(past president of CEASA)
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Upcoming Events

Golf Day

CEASA SAFHE Business Breakfast

Dubai competition winner an-

Golf Day

nouncement

P.E. Ten Pin Bowling

East London Paintball
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CEASA Eastern Cape Branch Reopening
By Jeffrey Fry
With a lot of support & determination from various colleagues within the healthcare industry, the Eastern
Cape branch was re-established on 08 June 2012 with our very first members meeting between Port
Elizabeth & East London via video link. This was a milestone
for CEASA as the rest of South Africa had established
branches within various Provinces except in the Eastern
Cape.
We had great support from everyone within the PE/EL
regions as Phil & James presented an exceptional talk which
answered many ‘lingering’ questions. Going forward the
committee’s main concern was our Geographics of the
Eastern Cape as Port Elizabeth & East London is 300km
apart (

). Our main

goal is for everyone within close proximity to these cities to
Above from left to right: Ian Mac Sherry, Jeffrey
Frey, Nico Oliphant

have the opportunity to sit in on members meetings. Thus a
proposal was made that the committee is balanced between
PE & EL allowing for more committee support & interaction
within these areas.
To date the Eastern Cape has had a VERY successful ‘open’
members meeting in June & our first social event was held
in PE & EL on individual dates. We are planning for our final
members meeting for the year to be held early October.
From the Eastern Cape committee we’d like to thank the
National Council as well as the Western Cape committee for
your loyal support in assisting with the start-up of the Eastern
Cape Branch. We’ve faced some initial challenges which have
proven the EC committee’s character & team work and
grateful for the networking opportunities CEASA has made

Above from left to right: Simon Mucka, Hendre available.
van Heerden. Clarence Boshoff is also an EC
committee member, but based in PE

Continued on page 9
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CEASA SAFHE Business Breakfast
By James Herbert
CEASA and SAFHE closed off the activities of the year in the Western
Cape in fine style with an illustrious business breakfast held at the beautiful
D’Aria wine estate just outside Durbanville on Friday 23 November.

The

event was attended by 160 delegates who enjoyed the opportunity to
network with colleagues and competitors again.

Left: Kevin Poggenpoel, SAFHE President, providing feedback of the SAFHE activities
for the year.

Left::

Royden

Peirone,

CEASA

Western Cape Chairman, followed

with the feedback of the CEASA
Above: The Key note speaker at the

highlights of the year.

event was former Western Province and
Springbok captain Corne Krige.

With

Western Province being the current Curry
Cup champions it was great to talk rugby

in the Western Cape. He shared with us
valuable insight through lessons learned
in sport and business. Corne emphasised

the importance of balance in all aspects
of our lives.

Below right: After the keynote talk Corne invited the delegates to

ask him any questions and some wonderful stories were shared.

Afterwards a nice breakfast was enjoyed and fans could have their
pictures taken with captain courageous.

Continued on page 11
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By James Herbert

CEASA and SAFHE held a combined golf day on Friday the 28th of
September at the Bellville Golf course. The event was very well supported
with 96 players taking part. The focus of the event was on having fun with
the format being 4-Ball Stableford Alliance, 2 scores to count on all holes.
We encouraged teams to include players that do not play golf regularly in
their teams.

The Cape Town weather showed us
its normal challenging nature with

some heavy showers when the first
few teams teed off, but clearing up
later. We met famous Sports Com-

mentator Robin Jackman on course

The days playing were followed by a prize giving with prizes for all and
then a pleasant dinner.

From the CEASA and SAFHE committees a warm thank you for all the

players, all the companies that sponsored holes or prizes and finally to

Peter Aspinal’ from SBS for administrating the event for us at no cost.
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CEASA Gauteng year end lunch and

ARAB Health’s Dubai trip competition
By Lizanne Heyns
On 7 November the Gauteng branch held its year end lunch at the

beautiful Serengeti Golf Estate in Johannesburg. All paid-up members
were welcome to attend the CEASA Gauteng sponsored lunch. It was
also the venue for announcing the winner of the Arab Health competition

The conditions of this competition included that the member needed to
attend all the meetings in Gauteng throughout the year.

The six finalists who qualified to enter the draw were called up to put
their names in a basket. They were Corné Mol (Surgical Innovations),

David Joubert (Medhold), Mark Morris (Johnson & Johnson), Freddie

Gouws (Morningside Mediclinic), Monique van Niekerk (Life Eugene
Marais Hospital) and Zodwa Fakude (Life Flora Clinic). Our Vice
Chairperson Mohamed Bera then drew our winner: David Joubert!

Above: The competition finalists
pose for a picture

Right: socialising with friends and
colleagues

Pictures: members relaxing and
enjoying the afternoon

Above: the formalities are finalised

Above: A very relaxing afternoon

was met with a welcoming thunderstorm.
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Above: Congratulations to David Joubert

for winning the trip to Dubai! David
receives the prize from Lizanne Heyns,
CEASA

Gauteng

Chairperson

at

the

CEASA Gauteng lunch at Serengeti golf
club. May you enjoy your trip to Dubai,

remember to take some pictures for our
next newsletter!

Above: David with the ticket to Dubai

